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SURVEYII\G _ I

(Maximum marks : 100)

PAR| - A

$4aximum marks : 10)

Answer ail questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2

1. Define the term - Rangtng.

2. Differentiate between true bearing and magnetic bearing'

3. Define the term Bench mark.

4. List the classification of levelling.

5. State the eqution for conection for cwvature'

Marks

marks.

(5x2: l0)

PAR| - B

Qvlaximum mark : 30)

II Answer any five questions from the following. Each question carries 6 marks'

1. With the help of neat sketch explain reciprocal mnglng'

2. A 612m long line measured by means of 20m chain was found to be 610'2m'

What was the actual length of the chain ?

3. Convert the following WCB to reduced bearing'

(a) 192" 30'

(c) 2880 40'

(b) 76o 10'

(d) 1500 12'

4. The following me the fore bearing of the lines of a closed traverse ABCD'

AB-N48016'E,BC-S60050'E,CD-S14016'WDA-N8500'w'
Calculate the interior angles of the traverse and apply the check'

5. Determine the correction for curvature, conection for refraction and combined

correction for cwvature and refraction for a distance of 8200m.

6. Describe the gdd or sqwre method of contouring'

7. Write the procedwe of collimation adjustment of a dumpy level.
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PART - C

Maximum mark : 60)

stion carries 15 marks') '

(Answer one full question from each r'rnit' Each frrll que

Uxti --- I

m (a) Explain with the help of sketches the intersection method of plane table survey'

(b) A river tlowing from west to. east. For determining the width of the river two

points A and-B are selected on the southem bank such that AB = 85m'

A point P is selected on the other bank of the river such that < PAB is 50o

and < PBA is 760. Calculate the width of the river'

On

iV (a) List the points to be kept in mind while selecting the survey stations anci

arranging the fiarne work.

(b) Find the area in sqLEIe meter from the following field book entries.

c60

Urlr - II

V (a) Deline the term meridian. List th(] different types. Explain any fwo.

(b) In a closed taverse ABCDA, the bearing of the line AB was measured as

136o. The included angles are <A 22o 30',<B 76o, <C 1780 and <D 83o'30'.

Caiculate the bearing of all other lines.

OR

VI (a) Define the terr,n local atfraction. What is its effect on included angles ?

(b) A traverse was observed with the following bearings. Find out the statiors

affected by local atffaction. Also compute the correct bearings and tabulate them.
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AB

BC

CD

DE

EA

F.B

N 670-0'E

s 350-30'E

s 450-30'w

s 750-30r,w

N 150-30'E

B.B

s 670-0'w

N 350-0' W

N 440 -00' E

N 760 -30'B
s 150 -30' w
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Urrr - III
(a) List the names of different tlpes of bench marks. Explain any two.
(b) The following consecutive readings were taken with a dumpy level 1.g95,

1.500, 1.865, 2.570, 2.990, 2.020, 2.410, 2.s20, 2.960, 3.11s. The level
was shifted afler fourth, sixth and eighth readings. The RL of the fust point
was 30.50. F'ind the highest and lowest points. Use HC method.

On

VIII (a) With the help of figures, explain the terms.

(t Simple levelling (ii) Differential levelling

(b) The foliowing readings were taken with a dumpy revel on a continuousl-y
sioping ground at a common intcrval of 30m 0.500, 1.300, 1125, 2.935,
3.800, 0.725, 2.205,3.200 and 4.025. Find the gradient of the line joining
fint and la.st point. The RL of the fiist point is 150.00m use rise and fall system.

Urrr - lV

D( (a) Explain any two methods of interpolation of contours.

(b) 'Ihe observer al a height of 40m above mean sea level just sees a Luminous
object on the top ofa hill. The distance between the observers station and the
hill is 100kn. What is the heisht of rhe hill ?

Marks
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On

x (a)

(b)

Explain profile levelling.

Explain indirect method of locating contoixs.
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